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01

LINZ views changes of the world from an inclusive
perspective. Flexible yet practical, it grows with your
company.

02

The 2886 mm desk of LINZ perfectly divides reception
area and working area. Its minimalist white color
mixes with the gentle wood color, creating a visual
impact of contrasting colors.
Small things can make a big difference: with hidden
divided grids, storage is as easy as pie, be it for books
or decorations; with hidden cable routing system, the
reception work is always well-organized.

04

Being transparent and open is a key feature of a modern office, which echoes with the two
key indicators of corporate management: openness and inclusiveness.
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06

07

Classic square understructure, sedate yet majestic, leaving ample
space for your legs to move with ease. Side cabinet with large
storage capacity is available for choice. You could put all your
bags, clothes and books in, making all necessities within reach.

08

09

The main and side desk of different heights divide the working area.
Semi-open back cabinet, classic yet functional, is a perfect choice to
display upscale collections or store personal items. The heightened
desktop together with suspension board leaves sufficient space for office
equipment. The design of handless sliding door carries minimalism into
details. Flip cable box clears away the messiness of wires, making your
work more efficient.
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11

How could we plan office space so as to keep up
with the pace of corporate development? Try LINZ,
flexible enough to get prepared for future growth.

12

13

Work related to finance and
administration has higher requirements
on storage and privacy, and that's where
LINZ excels. L-shaped workstation
greatly improves desk surface utilization.
Paired with desktop screen, it forms an
independent space, blocking disturbance
and improving concentration.

14

15

The steel framework, concise but by no means
simple, sets the tone of minimalism, making it more
convenient for team work or creative discussion. With
LINZ, stay in tune with the changes and updates in
work.

16

For marketing specialists, racing against time is a
normal work status. This calls for a more concise and
flexible workstation to make the best of teamwork as
well as space.
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18

19

Among the various kinds of desktop screens, select one that fits your
desk best. Sturdy plate, acoustic felt, cozy mesh and transparent
acrylic: all these materials are available, and they come in varied size,
thickness, and colors, catering to diversified demands.

20

21

The metal understructure of LINZ is wear-resistant and anti-corrosive, with high
precision and a fine matte coat. The desk adopts 45-degree beveled technique at the
bending part and guarantees its stableness with welding and polishing. LINZ always
focuses on details.

The wire box exclusively designed for LINZ makes desk top clean and neat
with its hidden cable routing system. A 20cm gap between strong and
weak electric routes ensures no interference in power supply and signal.
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23

Sharing, cooperation and interactivity: these are all what the
workspace could bring and would encourage.

24

25

Collaborative meeting space encourages more team members to join in.
With a maximum length of 3.6m, LINZ meeting table could accommodate
8-12 people at one time, and one still gets plenty leg room.

26

Communication or inspiration could happen
anywhere, hence the indispensability of small
negotiation tables. Concise and flexible, they fit
in all kinds of discussions and all sizes of space.
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28

29

Front Desk

Meeting Table

Executive Desk

DL81(L/R)-2
W886*D841* H1126

DL89(L/R)-2
W2500*D2060* H750
W2300*D2060* H750

DL88(L/R)-2
W2060*D1900* H750
W2260*D1900* H750

DL86(L/R)-2
W1600*D1600* H750
W1800*D1600* H750

Workstation

DL60-2.CG
W1200*D600*H750
W1400*D700*H750
W1500*D700*H750
W1600*D700*H750

DL71-2.24
W2400*D1200* H750

DL72-2
W2800*D1400* H750
W3200*D1400* H750
W3600*D1400* H750

DL71-2.20
W2000*D1000*H750

Cabinet

DL61-2.CG
W1200*D1212*H750
W1400*D1412*H750
W1500*D1412*H750
W1600*D1412*H750

DL65(L/R)-2.CG
W1400*D1400*H750
W1500*D1500*H750
W1600*D1600*H750

DL62-2.CG
W1400*D2812*H750
W1500*D3012*H750
W1600*D3212*H750

DL63-2.CG
W2812*D2812*H750
W3012*D3012*H750
W3212*D3212*H750

DL99(L/R)-2.19
W2560*D500* H1900

Material
Main Colors

S-43

Other Colors

S-37

S-29

Colors available for choice

DL60-2.GJ
W1200*D600*H750
W1400*D700*H750
W1500*D700*H750
W1600*D700*H750

DL61-2.GJ
W1200*D1212*H750
W1400*D1412*H750
W1500*D1412*H750
W1600*D1412*H750

DL65(L/R)-2.GJ
W1400*D1400*H750
W1500*D1500*H750
W1600*D1600*H750

DL62-2.GJ
W1400*D2812*H750
W1500*D3012*H750
W1600*D3212*H750

DL63-2.GJ
W2812*D2812*H750
W3012*D3012*H750
W3212*D3212*H750

S-28

S-10C

S-57

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

DL70-2.10
W1000*D1000*H750

